
SPOTLIGHTS  
YOUR PRODUCT 
High Product Protection and Maximum Transparency

Multi SV Skin
There are no limits for our Skin lidding film: the film  
encloses even difficult and delicate products like a se-
cond skin.

At the point of sale, Skin packaging differentiates itself 
by transparently presenting the product in its natural 
structure, allowing consumers to consciously perceive 
freshness and quality.

Thanks to the outstanding puncture resistance,  
highest product protection can be achieved even with 
thinner materials. In combination with optimum sealing 
behavior, our films ensure maximum packaging integrity.

Due to the extended shelf life compared to other packa-
ging concepts, the product quality is preserved for a 
long time. In terms of sustainability, vacuum Skin packa-
ging convinces with a reduction in food waste as a signi-
ficant effect when balancing the environmental impact.

Added Value
EXTENDED SHELF LIFE
Reduction of food waste and improved  
product quality through vacuum

HIGH PACKAGING SAFETY
Puncture resistance with optimum  
sealing behavior ensure packaging integrity

OPTIMAL PRESENTATION AT THE POS  
Clear view of the product thanks to   
maximum transparency
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Skin films adapt perfectly to any product contours, 
fix the product in place and, in conjunction with 
outstanding sealing properties, prevent any  
leakage of product liquid.

The product can be presented hanging, vertical or  
horizontal.

Thanks to maximum product protection, the inno-
vative packaging solution is also ideal for  
e-commerce.

For an effective appearance at the POS, our Skin 
films are also printable.

We enable an optimized packaging experience for 
the consumer through clean, consistent and easy 
opening behavior.

SÜDPACK Skin films score with the best possible 
process reliability on your machines as well as high 
output.

As a one-stop-shop supplier, we offer a complete 
portfolio of bottom webs specifically designed to 
meet the requirements of Skin top webs.

Advantages

PRODUCT APPLICATIONS

MULTI SV SKIN IN DETAIL

Thickness 75 µ, 100 µ, 125 µ, 150 µ

Sealable against PE, APET, PP

Barrier High barrier against  
  wa ter vapour and   
  oxygen

Presentation at the  
point of sale

PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY
Lidding films for process-reliable processability on 
all thermoforming and trayskin lines


